
CMBS Web Services Ratings Feed

The CMBS Web Services Ratings Feed provides a 
standard, secure means of interoperating between third-
party software applications and Morningstar’s CMBS 
database for easy access to CMBS ratings information.

Morningstar strives to provide the marketplace with 
independent, transparent, through-the-credit-cycle credit 
analysis and ratings of CMBS securities. To achieve this 
objective we employ the combination of an extensive 
proprietary database that tracks and analyzes historical 
CMBS loan performance, a dedicated team of real estate 
analysts and loan underwriters, a quantitative CMBS 
subordination model, and access to a wide array of third 
party commercial real estate market data.

Morningstar evaluates the risk factors in each CMBS 
transaction and assigns both traditional letter ratings 
and rating outlooks to CMBS securities. Our monthly 
surveillance process ensures timely reporting on new 
credit events affecting CMBS, and results in ratings and 
analysis that are up-to-date, stable, and accurate.

The CMBS Web Services Ratings Feed provides 
convenient access to Morningstar’s ratings and outlooks 
on thousands of CMBS securities so you can effectively 
integrate our CMBS ratings with proprietary or third-
party systems for portfolio management, accounting or 
compliance.

The CMBS Web Services Ratings Feed provides the 
customer with four standard service calls:

Logon Call–This call takes a customer username and 
password. The logon call will return a GUID (Globally 
Unique Identifier), which is a security token that will be 
used in subsequent calls.

Get Portfolio List Call–This call accepts the security GUID 
returned in the Logon Call. It will return a list of standard 
System Portfolios, as well as a list of user created 
portfolios for that client username. A System Portfolio is 
a logical grouping of deals which are created and given 
to all of our customers. A user portfolio is a grouping of 

deals which that user has created and which only they 
can access. There is a System Portfolio called ALL DEALS, 
which is a grouping of all deals for which we maintain  
a rating.

Get Portfolio Rating Call–This call accepts the security 
GUID, which would have been returned in the Get Portfolio 
List Call and a Boolean flag called Owned Tranches 
Only, which determines whether the user wants only the 
tranches they own within a deal, or every tranche which 
exists in that deal.

Get Ratings By Cusip–This call accepts the security 
GUID returned by the Logon call and an XML document 
containing a list of CUSIPs (an XML schema will be 
provided for input parameters). If the CUSIP is identified 
in our database, the function will return the ratings 
information in an XML document. If a CUSIP cannot be 
found, it will return an error message.

The following data points are available via the  
CMBS Web Services Ratings Feed:
CUSIP Coupon
Deal ID Maturity
Tranche ID Original Credit Support
Bloomberg Deal ID Current Credit Support
CMBS Rating Modified Date
CMBS Outlook Tranche Type
Original Balance Last Ratings Affirmation
Current Balance 

Morningstar Credit Ratings, LLC (“Morningstar”) is a Nationally 
Recognized Statistical Ratings Organization (NRSRO) that has earned a 
reputation for innovation and excellence in the structured finance market. 
Our goal is to help institutional investors identify credit risk in structured 
finance investments. Our analytical approach stresses transparency of the 
ratings process, strong fundamental credit analysis, and comprehensive 
investor-focused reporting. With Morningstar, structured finance investors 
have access to high quality ratings, investment research, surveillance 
services, data, and technology solutions.  \

Morningstar Credit Ratings, LLC
410 Horsham Road, Suite A
Horsham, PA 19044

Online:  
ratingagency.morningstar.com 

Phone: 
800 299-1665

Email: 
ratingagency@morningstar.com
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